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Abstract 
 
The conformations of triethylphosphate (TEP) were studied using ab initio molecular orbital methods to reanalyse 
earlier matrix isolation infrared data. We located a number of minima of which the lowest was a conformer corre-
sponding to a G±G±G±(ttt) structure, where the notation in upper case refers to the orientation of the carbon atom 
attached to the alkoxy oxygen, while that in the lower case refers to the terminal carbon atom. As a result of this 
work, the conformations of TEP and its matrix isolation infrared spectra are well understood for the first time. 
Furthermore, this study has also thrown light on the factors determining conformational preferences in organic 
phosphates. 
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1. Introduction 

The conformational analyses of molecules containing O−P−O segments play an important 
role in the structures of biologically important molecules, such as organic phosphates. 
However, only recently have the structure and spectroscopy of even the first member of the 
series of organic phosphates, trimethylphosphate (TMP), been reasonably well understood 
[1–4]. Triethylphosphate (TEP), with a longer alkyl chain than TMP, is expected to present 
a more complex conformational picture. In earlier studies on TEP from this laboratory, the 
vibrational features of the ground and excited state conformers were identified using matrix 
isolation experiments coupled with both effusive and supersonic sources [5, 6]. The as-
signments of the vibrational features in that work were made based on an earlier infrared 
work of Mortimer [7]. However, the structural details of the different conformers of TEP 
corresponding to the ground and excited states, computed using the AM1 hamiltonian, were 
in question at that time. In that study [5], we referred to the conformers as G and H to de-
note the ground and higher energy conformers, respectively. We had, however, admitted 
then, that while the structures computed using the AM1 method may be acceptable, the en-
ergy ordering of the various conformers provided by the AM1 method cannot be considered 
conclusive. This observation had been made based on our studies on TMP, where the struc-
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tures of TMP calculated using the AM1 hamiltonian and ab intio computations, at the HF 
and MP2 levels using a 6-31G** basis, were reasonably similar but not so the energy order-
ing of the conformers. It turned out then that only the results obtained through ab initio 
computations explained our matrix isolation experiments. In this study, we have reanalyzed 
the matrix isolation infrared spectra of our earlier work [5] and resolved the structural de-
tails of the conformers of TEP using ab initio method computations. 

 Given that the conformational picture of the TEP is complex, we believed that a search of 
the potential surface for the various conformers would be facilitated, if the factors 
determining conformational preferences in this molecule were first understood. Towards 
this end, we undertook a study of acetals and ketals, as these molecules have a backbone 
structure (C–O–C–O–C) similar to that found in organic phosphates (C–O–P–O–C). 

 Our work on acyclic acetals and ketals [8–11] showed that the anomeric carbon [12] in 
these systems adopted a gauche orientation. For example, in dimethoxymethane (DMM), 
the ground state conformer had a G±Gm structure, where G+ and G- refer to the gauche orien-
tation of the anomeric carbons [8]. Similar observations were made in other related sys-
tems, such as 1,1-dimethoxyethane (DME) [9] and 2,2-dimethoxypropane (DMP) [10]. 
These were useful lessons learnt from these studies regarding the influence of stereoelec-
tronic effects, which we could transfer to our investigations on organic phosphates. For ex-
ample, these conclusions helped in providing directions for rationalizing the conformations 
of TMP [2], where the lowest energy conformer was found to be one with a GGG structure 
(notations correspond to the O=P–O–C dihedrals), of C3 symmetry. It seems likely that the 
orientation in this conformer was prompted by a combination of anomeric (n–σ*) and n–π* 
interactions in this molecule. Understanding the relative contributions of the two interac-
tions in deciding conformational preferences in this molecule forms part of ongoing studies 
in this laboratory. The next higher energy conformer in TMP was a G±G±T conformer (C1 
symmetry), followed by a G+G–T geometry (Cs symmetry). At the B3LYP/6-31G** level, 
the first higher energy G±G±T conformer was located 0.89 kcal/mol above the ground state 
conformer. 

 When we move from DMM to diethoxymethane (DEM) [11], we found that while the 
anomeric carbon continues to prefer a gauche orientation, the stability of the terminal car-
bon atom [13] in the C–C–O bond in DEM is decided by steric effects and hence adopts a 
trans orientation. Consequently, the G±Gm(tt) is the ground state conformer, where the upper 
case refers to the orientation of the anomeric carbon and the lower case to that of the termi-
nal carbon. It was also noted that the energy of the conformers increased as the terminal 
carbon atoms in the ground state G±Gm(tt) conformer of DEM were progressively converted 
to gauche orientations. Consequently, the next higher energy conformer had a G±Gm (g+t) 
structure. 

 The conclusions drawn from our studies on acetals and ketals were used in the study of 
the conformations of TEP. We predicted that the most stable geometry for TEP would be 
one where the anomeric carbons would adopt a gauche orientation, while the terminal car-
bons would take up a trans orientation; i.e. a G±G±G± (ttt) structure (where, once again, the 
upper case refers to the orientation of the anomeric carbon and the lower case to that of the 
terminal carbon). Higher energy conformers arise as the orientation of the anomeric carbons 
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was progressively converted to trans from their preferred gauche orientation. Likewise, the 
energies of the conformers are also likely to rise as the terminal carbons were converted to 
gauche from their preferred trans orientation. This predictive scheme greatly simplified our 
search for the conformers, as this study will show. Such predictive schemes, it may be em-
phasized, lead to a logical and systematic search for minima in such complex systems, as 
otherwise, a brute-force search of the potential surface is likely to be tedious and demand-
ing on time and computer resources. 

2. Computational methods 

Ab initio molecular orbital calculations were performed using the Gaussian 98W program 
[14] on an Intel Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz machine. Geometry optimizations were done at the HF 
and B3LYP levels with analytical gradients using a 6-31G** basis set. All geometric pa-
rameters were optimized, and no constraints were imposed on the molecular geometry dur-
ing the optimization process. Vibrational frequencies were computed for each of the 
structures to verify that they indeed corresponded to a minimum on the potential surface. 
The frequency calculations also helped in assigning the vibrational features of TEP ob-
tained using matrix isolation infrared spectroscopic experiments. Only the computational 
results at the B3LYP/6-31G** level will be discussed here, as it best explains the experi-
mental results from our earlier work. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Molecular geometry 

Based on the conformational picture of TMP, where the conformers were found to have 
G±G±G±, G±G±T and G+G-T symmetries, the following general scheme of conformers may 
be written for TEP: G±G±G±(xyz), G±G±T(xyz) and G+G–T(xyz). For example, the cluster of 
conformers for TEP that arises from the G±G±G± structure of TMP can be generated by run-
ning through all possible combinations of g+, g- and t, for the terminal carbon. One would 
then generate structures with orientations such as G±G±G±(ttt), G±G±G±(g±tt), G±G±G±(gmtt), 
etc.  

 As discussed earlier, the ground state conformer of TEP would be expected to be G±G±G± 
(ttt). One would also expect an increase in the energy of the conformers as we progressively 
move from G±G±G±(ttt) to G±G±G±(ggg) in TEP. The same picture is also expected to hold 
for the G±G±T(xyz) and G+G–T(xyz) structures. 

 Since the G+G-T conformer has been computed to contribute to only a few per cent of the 
total population in TMP [4], we do not expect the structures of TEP that correlate with this 
structure of TMP to be of significance in assigning the spectra of TEP. We therefore studied 
only the cluster of conformers corresponding to G±G±G±(xyz) and G±G±T(xyz) structures. 

 Ab initio computations were carried out to arrive at the conformations of TEP. We first 
performed geometry optimizations at the HF level using a 6−31G** basis set. Using these 
geometries, we then performed the computations at the B3LYP/6−31G** level (Fig. 1). 
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FIG. 1. Structures of TEP corresponding to the G±G±G±(ttt) and G±G±T(ttt) conformers calculated at the 
B3LYP/6−31G** level. 

 
 Computationally, ten minima were identified corresponding to a cluster of conformers 
that arise from the G±G±G±of TMP and 25 minima correlating with the G±G±T structure of 
TMP. The relative energies of all the conformers at the B3LYP/6−31G** level, corrected 
for zero-point energies, are shown in Table I. The G±G±G± (ttt) was found to be the lowest 
energy conformer in the G±G±G±(xyz) cluster, while the G±G±T (ttt) structure was the low-
est in energy corresponding to the G±G±T(xyz) cluster, with the G±G±G± (ttt) conformer be-
ing the global minimum. Furthermore, consistent with our predictive scheme, it can be seen  
that the energies of the conformers generally increased as we progressively increase the 
number of terminal carbon atoms adopting a gauche orientation. It may also be noted that 
due to the lower symmetry of G±G±T(xyz) structures, some of the conformational pairs, 
which were degenerate in the G±G±G±(xyz) cluster, split in this case. For example, the 
G±G±T(tgmt) and G±G±T(ttgm) are distinct conformers, while their counterparts in the 
G±G±G±(xyz) cluster, the G±G±G±(tgmt) and G±G±G±(ttgm) structures are degenerate. Clearly, 
the splitting of degeneracy in the G±G±T (xyz) cluster gives rise to a significantly larger 
number of distinct conformers than that obtained for the G±G±G±(xyz) cluster. 

 For a given conformation, two degenerate pairs exist related by symmetry. For example, 
the G±G±T(ttgm) structure consists of two degenerate conformers, G+G+T(ttg–) and G–G–T 
(ttg+). In addition, this set also contains a threefold degeneracy, where the trans-oriented 
carbon can be moved to any one of the three locations, thus giving a total degeneracy of six. 
In addition to such symmetry-related degeneracies, we have also encountered accidental 
degeneracies, such as with the G±G±T(gmg±gm) and G±G±T(tgmgm) pairs. That this pair consti-
tutes only accidental degeneracy is confirmed by the fact that the two structures have dif-
ferent dipole moments and vibrational frequencies.  

 Table II gives the molecular parameters defining the structures of the G±G±G±(ttt) and 
G±G±T(ttt) conformers, which are the minima in their respective clusters. Figure 1 displays 
the structures of these conformers. For all the other conformers, only the dihedral angles, 
which differentiate the various structures, are presented in Table III. This study constitutes 
the first detailed report on the conformers of TEP. 
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Table I 
Relative energiesa and dipole momentsb of the 35 conformers of TEP, calcu-
lated at the B3LYP/6−−31G** level 

Structure G±G±G± cluster G±G±T cluster 
 

 ∆E Dipole moment ∆E Dipole moment 
  (kcal/mol) (D) (kcal/mol) (D) 
 

G±G±G±(ttt) 0 1.10 
G±G±G±(ttg±) 0.23 1.04 
G±G±G±(ttgm) 0.48 0.79 
G±G±G±(tg±g±) 0.61 0.99 
G±G±G±(tg±gm) 0.79 0.79 
G±G±T(ttt)   0.96 3.74 
G±G±G±(tgmgm) 1.02 0.54 
G±G±T(tg±t)   1.12 3.64 
G±G±G±(g±g±g±) 1.14 0.90 
G±G±G±(g±gmgm) 1.15 0.75 
G±G±T(gmtt)   1.23 3.56 
G±G±G±(g±gmgm) 1.27 0.52 
G±G±T(tgmt)   1.28 3.55 
G±G±T(g±tt)   1.41 3.51 
G±G±T(gmg±t)   1.42 3.41 
G±G±G±(gmgmgm) 1.49 0.22 
G±G±T(ttgm)   1.50 3.85 
G±G±T(g±g±t)   1.59 3.59 
G±G±T(tg±gm)   1.60 3.71 
G±G±T(gmgmt)   1.62 3.32 
G±G±T(gmtgm)   1.79 3.65 
G±G±T(ttg±)   1.81 3.92 
G±G±T(g±gmt)   1.82 3.39 
G±G±T(gmg±gm)   1.90 3.47 
G±G±T(tgmgm)   1.90 3.66 
G±G±T(g±tgm)   1.98 3.66 
G±G±T(gmtg±)   2.11 3.73 
G±G±T(tgmg±)   2.19 3.74 
G±G±T(gmgmgm)   2.22 3.39 
G±G±T(tg±g±)   2.35 3.68 
G±G±T(g±gmgm)   2.40 3.54 
G±G±T(gmgmgm)   2.40 3.49 
G±G±T(g±tg±)   2.45 3.77 
G±G±T(gmg±g±)   2.64 3.50 
G±±G±±T(g±g±g±)   2.97 3.60 

aEnergies are relative to the G±G±G±(ttt) conformer. All energies have been corrected for zero-point energy. 

3.2. Vibrational assignments 

Based on the energies of the various conformers and their degeneracies, the relative popula-
tions of the conformers at room temperature were calculated (Table IV). It can be seen that 
the population integrated over all the conformers corresponding to the G±G±G±(xyz) cluster 
works out to about 63% of the total population, while those integrated over the conformers 
of the G±G±T(xyz) cluster works out to 37%. Since this room temperature population distri-
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bution is likely to be trapped in the matrix, vibrational features of the conformers corre-
sponding to both the clusters can be expected to be observed in the spectra of matrix-
isolated TEP. 

 Tables V and VI give the computed vibrational frequencies of the first four conformers 
corresponding the G±G±G±(xyz) and G±G±T(xyz) clusters, respectively. It can be seen that 
P = O stretching frequency for the two clusters of conformers differs significantly, allowing 
for the resolution of the conformers belonging to the two clusters. Similarly, there are dif-
ferences in the P–(O–C) stretching modes that will allow for distinguishing the conformers 
between the two sets. 

 To bring the computed frequencies in agreement with the experimental results, we have 
used mode-by-mode scaling as reported for TMP [2]. We resorted to this scaling as the ma-
trix perturbations may be different for different modes and this procedure at least empiri- 
 
Table II 
Selected structural parametersa of the G±±G±±G±±(ttt) 
and G±±G±±T(ttt) conformers of TEP computed at the 
B3LYP/6−−31G** level 

Parameter G±G±G±(ttt) G±G±T(ttt) 
 

P1–O2 1.482 1.476 
P1–O3 1.607 1.608 
P1–O4 1.607 1.621 
P1–O5 1.607 1.602 
C6–O3 1.450 1.450 
C7–O4 1.450 1.451 
C8–O5 1.450 1.449 
C9–C6 1.516 1.516 
C12–C7 1.516 1.516 
C15–C8 1.516 1.516 
O3–P1–O2 116.3 118.1 
O4–P1–O2 116.2 115.0 
O5–P1–O2 116.3 113.4 
C6–O3–P1 118.9 119.0 
C7–O4–P1 119.0 118.7 
C8–O5–P1 119.0 121.7 
C9–C6–O3 107.9 108.0 
C12–C7–O4 107.9 107.9 
C15–C8–O5 107.9 107.8 
O4P1O2O3 119.9 118.8 
O5P1O2O3 –120.0 –118.7 
C6O3P1O2 45.0 51.9 
C7O4P1O2 44.9 36.0 
C8O5P1O2 44.9 177.4 
C9C6–O3P1 189.4 187.8 
C12C7O4P1 190.0 190.5 
C15C8O5P1 189.5 173.1 

aBond lengths are in Å and bond angles and dihedral 
angles are in degrees. 
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Table III 
Selected dihedral angles (o) of the 33 other conformers of TEP computed at the 
B3LYP/6−−31G** level 

Structure C6O3P1O2 C7O4P1O2 C8O5P1O2 C9C6O3P1 C12C7O4P1 C15C8O5P1 
 

G±G±G±(ttg±)  50.1 46.6 34.2 190.0 188.9 91.6 
G±G±G±(ttgm) 44.5 45.4 40.8 192.5 191.4 –90.0 
G±G±G±(tg±g±) 51.6 38.0 37.6 186.0 92.9 92.2 
G±G±G±(tg±gm) 46.2 34.8 49.3 190.6 93.3 –88.7 
G±G±G±(tgmgm) 45.0 43.4 41.3 190.9 –90.0 –89.7 
G±G±G±(g±g±g±) 40.9 40.9 40.5 92.8 93.9 92.8 
G±G±G±(g±gmg±) 39.3 52.9 35.8 92.6 –86.9 91.5 
G±G±G±(g±gmgm) 35.3 51.4 38.9 93.5 –87.3 –94.0 
G±G±G±(gmgmgm) 41.4 41.8 41.6 –90.9 –90.8 –91.0 
G±G±T(tg±t) 56.2 28.5 178.4 187.0 84.1 173.7 
G±G±T(gmtt) 53.8 34.3 178.4 –86.0 191.6 172.0 
G±G±T(tgmt) 53.5 29.6 180.2 186.5 –93.5 173.7 
G±G±T(g±tt) 38.3 40.1 176.8 95.1 188.5 174.4 
G±G±T(gmg±t) 56.1 27.7 179.1 –85.6 85.0 175.2 
G±G±T(ttgm) 54.2 38.3 178.9 190.2 191.1 –103.1 
G±G±T(g±g±t) 49.5 31.2 177.3 102.5 86.6 175.1 
G±G±T(tg±gm) 56.4 30.6 179.1 186.8 84.0 –104.2 
G±G±T(gmgmt) 53.8 31.2 179.8 –85.3 –91.6 173.8 
G±G±T(gmtgm) 55.8 36.8 178.3 –85.4 193.9 –104.1 
G±G±T(ttg±) 55.3 31.6 177.8 187.9 196.9 98.8 
G±G±T(g±gmt) 42.9 39.3 178.4 98.8 –90.1 174.7 
G±G±T(gmg±gm) 56.7 30.9 177.9 –85.3 84.8 –105.3 
G±G±T(tgmgm) 55.0 33.8 181.1 186.7 –93.4 –102.2 
G±G±T(g±tgm) 41.6 41.8 178.4 97.1 184.9 –102.5 
G±G±T(gmtgm) 56.9 32.2 176.8 –84.5 196.6 97.2 
G±G±T(tgmg±) 56.6 29.5 177.9 187.3 –93.5 97.6 
G±G±T(gmgmgm) 54.3 34.1 180.6 –85.7 –90.9 –103.4 
G±G±T(tg±g±) 57.1 24.7 166.7 187.0 84.2 88.5 
G±G±T(g±gmgm) 46.9 39.5 179.6 100.8 –90.6 –103.3 
G±G±T(gmgmg±) 55.5 28.7 181.4 –86.3 –91.7 106.9 
G±G±T(g±tg±) 45.3 37.1 174.0 100.1 194.5 96.9 
G±G±T(gmg±g±) 59.3 23.0 166.9 –82.9 83.0 85.4 
G±G±T(g±g±g±) 50.5 25.0 166.7 102.0 82.4 89.1 

 
cally corrects for this systematic variation. We have restricted our discussion to the modes 
involving the P = O, CH2, P−(O−C), (P−O)−C, and C−C vibrations as these are the modes 
that have the largest infrared intensities in the TEP spectra. 

3.2.1. P = O Vibration  

Vidya et al. assigned the feature at 1270.5 cm–1 to the P = O stretch of the ground state con-
former (G) of TEP, and the 1305.2 cm–1 to the same mode in higher energy conformer(s) 
(H) (Fig. 2(a)) [5]. This assignment implies that the 1270.5 cm–1 feature must be, signifi-
cantly, due to the G±G±G±(ttt) conformer which has been computed to be global minimum 
on the TEP conformation potential surface. The computed feature for this conformer was 
1283.3 cm–1, which implies a scaling factor of 0.990. This factor was then used to scale the 
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computed P = O frequencies for all the other conformers in both the G±G±G±(xyz) and 
G±G±T(xyz) clusters. It can be seen that the P = O stretching frequency for the conformers 
in the G±G±G±(xyz) clusters occur near 1270 cm–1. Furthermore, at least four of the con-
formers in this cluster have populations near or in excess of 10% (Table IV), which implies 
that all of them may contribute to the 1270 feature. In fact, these four conformers in the 
G±G±G±(xyz) cluster together contribute to more than 40% of the total population. It must 
also be noted that the first three higher energy conformers, G±G±G±(ttg±), G±G±G±(ttgm), and 
G±G±G±(tg±g±), with an energy, 0.23. 0.48 and 0.61 kcal/mol, respectively, higher than the 
global minimum, contribute more to the overall population than the global minimum, due to  
 
Table IV 
Energies (kcal/mol), degeneracies and populations of the vari-
ous conformers of TEP 

Structure Energy Degeneracy Population 
   (% of the total) 
 

G±G±G±(ttt) 0 2 8.1 
G±G±G±(ttg±) 0.23 6 16.4 
G±G±G±(ttgm) 0.48 6 10.9 
G±G±G±(tg±g±) 0.61 6 8.8 
G±G±G±(tg±gm) 0.79 6 6.4 
G±G±G±(tgmgm) 1.02 6 4.4 
G±G±G±(g±g±g±) 1.14 2 1.2 
G±G±G±(g±gmg±) 1.15 6 3.6 
G±G±G±(g±gmgm) 1.27 6 2.9 
G±G±G±(gmgmgm) 1.49 2 0.7 
G±G±T(ttt) 0.96 6 4.9 
G±G±T(tg±t) 1.12 6 3.7 
G±G±T(gmtt) 1.23 6 3.1 
G±G±T(tgmt) 1.28 6 2.9 
G±G±T(g±tt) 1.41 6 2.3 
G±G±T(gmg±t) 1.42 6 2.3 
G±G±T(ttgm) 1.50 6 2.0 
G±G±T(g±g±t) 1.59 6 1.7 
G±G±T(tg±gm) 1.60 6 1.7 
G±G±T(gmgmt) 1.62 6 1.6 
G±G±T(gmtgm) 1.79 6 1.2 
G±G±T(ttg±) 1.81 6 1.2 
G±G±T(g±gmt) 1.82 6 1.1 
G±G±T(gmg±gm) 1.90 6 1.0 
G±G±T(tgmgm) 1.90 6 1.0 
G±G±T(g±tgm) 1.98 6 0.9 
G±G±T(gmtg±) 2.11 6 0.7 
G±G±T(tgmg±) 2.19 6 0.6 
G±G±T(gmgmgm) 2.22 6 0.6 
G±G±T(tg±g±) 2.35 6 0.5 
G±G±T(g±gmgm) 2.40 6 0.4 
G±G±T(gmgmg±) 2.40 6 0.4 
G±G±T(g±tg±) 2.45 6 0.4 
G±G±T(gmg±g±) 2.64 6 0.3 
G±G±T(g±g±g±) 2.97 6 0.2 
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Table V 
Scaled computed frequencies (B3LYP/6−−31G**), experimental vibrational frequencies of the G±G±G±(xyz) 
cluster of conformers of TEP and scaling factors 

Mode G±G±G±(ttt) G±G±G±(ttg±) G±G±G±(ttgm) G±G±G±(tg±g±) Expt. Scaling factor 
     (MI) 
 

P = O 1270.5 (157) a 1266.7 (161) 1266.1 (154) 1265.1 (166) 1270.5 0.990 
     1305.2  

CH2 1290.5 (16) 1286.9 (7) 1287.2 (7) 1289.9 (3) 1290.0 0.984 
     1293.5  
     1273.4  

P−(O−C) 1042.5 (468) 1036.6 (421) 1037.1 (423)  1035.6 (417)  1047.1 0.981 
 1043.2 (473) 1041.6 (471) 1041.7 (465) 1040.2 (455) 1042.5  
     1050.4  
     1033.7  

(P−O)−C + CH2 991.0 (271)  988.4 (178)  990.6 (171)  984.0 (225) 991.0 1.01 
+CH3 988.0 (266) 978.0 (270) 977.2 (274) 964.1 (201) 988.3  
     976.4  

(P−O)−C + CH3 826.5 (30) 826.6 (42) 826.4 (33) 815.7 (51) 826.5 1.00 
 820.7 (33) 808.8 (46) 804.1 (45) 801.6 (57) 820.7  
 759.1 (31) 745.3 (38) 746.4 (34) 733.7 (41) 811.9  

aVibrational frequencies are in cm-1. 
The computed intensities (km/mol) for each mode are given in parenthesis. 

 
a larger degeneracy, and are likely, therefore, to be significant contributors to the intensity 
of the 1270 feature. However, all these conformers have vibrational frequencies too closely 
spaced to be individually resolved. Table V gives the scaled computed frequencies of the 
four conformers mentioned above (which are the major contributors to the infrared intensi-
ties in this cluster of conformers), together with our experimentally observed frequencies. 

 The computed frequencies for the same mode in the conformers corresponding to the 
G±G±T(xyz) cluster occur near 1305 cm–1 and can therefore be clearly resolved from  
the G±G±G±(xyz) cluster of conformers. Here again, a few conformers are likely to contrib-
ute to the 1305 feature, with the lowest energy form in this cluster, G±G±T(ttt) being the 
major contributor. Table VI gives the scaled computed frequencies of the four dominant 
conformers in the G±G±T(xyz) cluster, together with our experimentally observed frequen-
cies. 

 The assignments of Vidya et al. can therefore be rationalized as follows: the 1270 cm–1 
feature assigned to conformer G must be correlated to the G±G±G±(xyz) cluster of conform-
ers, while the 1305 cm–1 feature assigned to conformer H must be correlated to the 
G±G±T(xyz) cluster of conformers. 

 Trace 2a in Fig. 2 was obtained using an effusive source and therefore represents a popu-
lation distribution corresponding to room temperature. Trace 2b was obtained using a su-
personic source, where the cooling in the expansion is expected to deplete the higher energy  
conformers. It is clear from this trace that the 1305 feature, assigned to the higher  
energy G±G±T(xyz) cluster, disappears. Furthermore, the 1270 feature assigned to the 
G±G±G±(xyz) cluster of conformers also sharpens in the spectra recorded using a supersonic 
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Table VI 
Scaled computed frequencies (B3LYP/6−−31G**), experimental vibrational frequencies of the G±G±T(xyz) 
cluster of conformers of TEP and scaling factors 

Mode GG±T(ttt) G±G±T(tg±t) G±G±T (gmtt) G±G±T(tgmt) Expt Scaling factor 
     (MI)  
 

P = O 1305.1(102)a  1299.3 (70) 1299.1 (44) 1299.8 (67) 1270.5  0.990 
     1305.2  
CH2 1277.2 (117) 1280.6 (148) 1277.1 (142) 1281.0 (144) 1290.0 0.984 
     1293.5  
     1273.4  
P−(O−C) 1039.7 (371)  1038.9 (365)  1036.9 (370) 1035.4 (308)  1047.1 0.981 
 1048.8 (433) 1048.0 (407) 1048.3 (433) 1050.0 (481) 1042.5  
     1050.4  
     1033.7  
(P−O)−C + CH2 990.7 (218)  989.9 (159) 988.0 (159) 991.2 (204) 991.0 1.01 
+ CH3 976.0 (201) 976.4 (188) 969.7 (188) 976.5 (109) 988.3  
  942.3 (112) 950.9 (78) 938.4 (115) 976.4  

(P−O)−C + CH3 830.5 (72) 822.0 (26) 828.8 (80) 828.1 (57) 826.5 1.00 
 814.2 (85) 819.4 (28) 796.8 (86) 803.6 (84) 820.7  
 739.6 (11) 807.1 (90)   811.9  
aVibrational frequencies are in cm–1. 
The computed intensities (km/mol) for each mode are given in parenthesis. 
 

beam. This observation indicates that this feature received contributions from more than 
one conformer in the G±G±G±(xyz) cluster, and the cooling in the beam had resulted, in 
some of the higher energy forms in the cluster, to be depleted. The experimental observa-
tions of Vidya et al. are therefore well explained by the conformational picture derived in 
this study. 

3.2.2. Vibrational mixing between P=O and CH2 modes in G±G±T(ttt) conformer 

A doublet seen at 1290.0 and 1293.5 cm–1 was assigned in our earlier work to the CH2 
twisting mode of TEP (Fig. 2(a)). Our computed scaled frequencies for this mode agree 
well with the experimental features. 

 From Table V, it can be seen that the intensity of the P = O vibration in the G±G±G±(ttt) 
and other conformers in this cluster is ~ 155 km/mol. However, the same feature in the 
G±G±T(ttt) conformer and others in this cluster (Table VI) is somewhat weaker in intensity 
(not exceeding 100 km/mol). Correspondingly, the intensity of the CH2 twisting, in the 
G±G±G±(xyz) cluster, is ~ 15 km/mol, while it is significantly stronger in the G±G±T(xyz) 
cluster of conformers, with an intensity of ~ 120 km/mol. 

 An analysis of the normal modes using the GaussView program reveals a vibrational 
mixing between the P = O stretch and CH2 twist in the G±G±T(ttt) conformer. As a result of 
this mixing, the intensity of the CH2 mode gains at the expense of the intensity of the P=O 
vibration in the G±G±T(ttt) conformer. No such mode mixing is indicated in the G±G±G± 

(xyz) cluster of conformers. 

 It must be mentioned that the sharpening of the 1270 feature in the spectrum recorded 
with the supersonic source may also have been contributed due to this phenomenon. The 
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FIG. 2. Spectra of matrix-isolated 
TEP in the region of 1330–
1250 cm–1 using (a) an effusive 
source, and (b) supersonic jet 
source at a stagnation pressure of 
1000 torr.  
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FIG. 3. Spectra of matrix-isolated 
TEP in the region of 1070–970 cm–

1 using (a) an effusive source, and 
(b) supersonic jet source at a stag-
nation pressure of 1000 torr. 
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FIG. 4. Spectra of matrix-isolated 
TEP in the region of 855–795 cm–

1 using (a) an effusive source, and 
(b) supersonic jet source at a stag-
nation pressure of 1000 torr. 

mixed P = O/CH2 twisting mode for the G±G±T(xyz) cluster has a component near 1270 cm–1 
and probably overlaps with the pure P = O mode of the G±G±G±(xyz) clusters and contrib-
utes to the intensity of the 1270 feature. In the supersonic beam, the higher energy G±G±T 
(xyz) cluster is depleted and hence this contribution is lost, which results in the sharpening 
of this feature. 

 In order to confirm that the vibrational mixing was responsible for the intensity changes 
seen in the G±G±T(ttt) conformer of TEP, computations were done for the G±G±T(ttt) con-
former of TEP, where all the hydrogens in the three methylene groups were substituted by 
deuterium. The mode involving CD2 occurs near 900 cm-1, which is well removed from the 
P = O mode of the G±G±T(ttt) conformer; consequently, vibrational mixing is suppressed in 
this molecule, as indicated by the computations. The P = O feature of the G±G±T(ttt) con-
former in the deuterated TEP has an intensity of ~ 200 km/mole and the CD2 twisting mode 
~ 6 km/mole, in line with the intensities of the G±G±G±(xyz) cluster of conformers, where 
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no vibrational mixing was observed. Due to the nonavailability of the deuterated com-
pound, experiments could not be performed using deuterated TEP. 

3.2.3. P−(O−C) Vibration 

Vidya et al. assigned the 1042.5 cm–1 along with the satellite features at 1047.1 and 
1044.9 cm–1 to the ground state conformer (G), while the significantly depopulated 
1033.7 cm–1 features in the supersonic expansion were assigned to higher energy con-
former(s) (H) (Fig. 3). The raw computed frequency for this mode in the G±G±G±(ttt) form 
appears as two nearly degenerate modes at ~ 1062 cm–1 (Table V). We therefore assign this 
feature to the ground state conformer, which implies a scaling factor of 0.981. The scaled com-
puted frequencies for the other forms in the G±G±G±(xyz) cluster occur at frequencies that are 
close to the experimental values of 1042.5 and 1047.1 cm–1. The computed frequencies for the 
G±G±T(ttt) conformer occur at 1039.7 and 1048.8 cm–1 (Table VI). The other conformers in 
this cluster also have frequencies for this mode near these values. The supersonic beam expan-
sion experiments show a clear sharpening of the 1042.5 cm–1 feature, particularly in the regions 
near 1033 and 1050 cm–1, where the higher energy conformers are computed to contribute, thus 
corroborating the assignment of the features for the various conformers. 

3.2.4. (P-O)-C and C–C Vibrations 

These two modes appear to be mixed in TEP and hence it is not possible to assign the fea-
tures individually to these modes. Vidya et al. assigned the 988.3 cm–1 along with the satel-
lite feature 991.0 cm–1 to the ground state conformer (G), while the significantly 
depopulated 976.4 cm–1 feature in the supersonic expansion was assigned to the higher en-
ergy conformer(s) (H) (Fig. 3). Our computations indicate that while the 988 cm–1 feature 
receives contributions both from the ground and excited state conformers, the 976 cm–1 fea-
ture receives significant contributions only from the higher energy conformers and hence its 
reduction in intensity in the supersonic beam experiment stands corroborated. 

 Vidya et al. assigned the doublet near 820 cm–1 (820.7 and 826.5 cm–1) to the ground and 
higher energy conformer. It was argued that for this mode, both the G and H conformers 
could be having unresolved features. This observation is consistent with our computation, 
which indicates that the 820 and the 826 cm–1 features received significant contributions 
from both ground and higher energy conformers (Table VI and Fig. 4). 

4. Dipole moments 

The reported experimental dipole moment of TEP in benzene solution was 3.07 D at 298 K 
[15]. The B3LYP/6−31G** computed dipole moments of the various conformers of TEP are 
shown in Table I. Using the computed dipole moments for each conformer and its relative 
population, the dipole moment of TEP averaged over the different conformers was calcu-
lated. The overall dipole moment of TEP thus calculated is 2.3 D, which, considering the 
complex conformational picture for this molecule, is reasonably close to the experimental 
value of 3.07 D. It may also be noted that in TMP the G±G±G± conformer had the lower di-
pole moment compared with the G±G±T conformer. In TEP, the cluster of conformers corre-
lating with this structure of TMP, i.e. the G±G±G±(xyz) cluster of conformers, all had dipole 
moments that are smaller than the dipole moments of the G±G±T(xyz) cluster. 
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FIG. 5. Diagram showing the correlation between the conformers in TMP and TEP. The solid lines refer to con-
formers in the GGG clusters while the broken lines refer to the GGT cluster of conformers.  
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5. Comparison of the conformations in TMP and TEP 

A correlation diagram can be drawn between the conformations of the TMP and TEP. As 
discussed earlier, the G±G±G± and G±G±G±(ttt) conformers were the ground states in TMP 
and TEP, respectively. Interestingly, the energy difference, at the B3LYP/6-31G** level, between 
the two conformers of TMP, G±G±G± and G±G±T (0.89 kcal/mol) is close to the energy dif-
ference between the lowest energy conformers correlating with these states, i.e. G±G±G±(ttt) 
and G±G±T(ttt) conformer in TEP (0.96 kcal/mol) (Fig. 5). This result is similar to our earlier 
observation regarding the correlation of conformational patterns in DMM and DEM [11]. 

 We also examined if any intramolecular hydrogen bonding interactions were involved in 
stabilizing any of the conformers in TEP. An examination of the charge-density topology of 
all the conformers of TEP, using the atoms-in-molecule (AIM) theory of Bader [16], 
showed that a (3, –1) bond critical point associated with an intramolecular C−H…O (alkoxy 
oxygen) interaction could be identified only for the G±G±G±(g±g±g±) conformer. However, 
this conformer does not contribute significantly at room temperatures, and therefore it must 
be concluded that at least for the conformers that contribute to the chemistry of TEP at 
room temperature, intramolecular hydrogen bonding interactions do not play a role. 

 In a number of structures, including the G±G±G±(ttt) and G±G±T(ttt) conformers, the dis-
tance between one of the methylene hydrogens and the phosphoryl oxygen was ~ 2.6 Å 
which is a reasonable C–H…O contact for a hydrogen bond. However, the electron-density 
analysis using AIM does not indicate a bond critical point in these conformers correspond-
ing to the intramolecular hydrogen bond, thus excluding the possibility of such hydrogen 
bonds playing a role in determining conformational preferences in this system. In our ear-
lier work, using the AM1 analysis, we had indicated the possibility of such H-bonds playing 
a role, simply based on the distances of the C−H…O contacts [5]. This work clearly indicates 
that distances of C−H…O contacts do not serve as sufficient conditions for the formation of 
H-bonds; it must be complemented with investigations to identify the bond critical points. 

6. Conclusions 

This work together with the matrix isolation work reported earlier has led to a clear under-
standing of the spectra and structure of TEP. Our predictive scheme greatly simplified our 
search for the conformers of TEP. The ground state conformer of TEP was computed to be 
the G±G±G±(ttt) form, where the anomeric carbons adopt a gauche orientation, while the 
terminal carbons have a trans orientiation. A number of conformers in the G±G±G±(xyz) 
cluster, in addition to the G±G±G±(ttt) form, were also found to contribute to the population 
at room temperature. In addition, our experiments also clearly showed the presence of con-
formers of TEP correlating with the G±G±T form of TMP, with the G±G±T(ttt) struture be-
ing the lowest in energy in this cluster. Here too, in addition to the G±G±T(ttt) form, a 
number of conformers in the G±G±T(xyz) cluster contributed to the room temperature con-
formational population of TEP. 

 Excellent agreement was found between our computed values and the experimental fre-
quencies reported by Vidya et al. This work has led to definitive assignment of the various 
infrared features of TEP. 
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 Interestingly, our earlier work using AM1 computations, yielded many of the structures 
that were similar to those obtained by the present ab initio computations described in this 
work. In fact, the G±G±G±(ttt) structure was one of the minima identified by the AM1 com-
putations, but it did not indicate this struture to be global minimum. As mentioned in our 
earlier work, the energy ordering of the AM1 computations, turns out to be not so reliable. 

 This study has greatly facilitated the way we can predict and study the energy ordering of 
conformers in long-chain alkyl phosphates. 
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